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THEORY OF HYPERFINE ESR LINEWIDTH

IN  A  LINEAR  CHAIN: Cu (NH3)4S04' H20

C. D. McElwee

I.   INTRODUCTION

The Heisenberg Hamiltonian has been used extensively as a model for explaining

the magnetic properties of solids.

19    =  - I. r.· r. .=0
./' ex

'3   D    J        li

The coupling between spins is either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending

on whether J is positive or negative, respectively.  This Hamiltonian cannot be

'                                                                                                                                                                                                                     1

solved in closed form even in one dimension.  Bonner and Fisher  have numerically

calculated the eigenvalues of finite linear chains and computed the various thermo-

dynamic functions.  Their results are extrapolated to obtain the infinite chain

limit.  Griffiths2 has used their results to show that the specific heat and

magnetic susceptibility data for Cu(NH3)4SO4 H2O (CTS) can be explained by assuming

there are exchange coupled linear chains of copper ions parallel to the crystaline

C axis.  It was assumed that an isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian of the form

31(e,   0-- ' '11            (1)= - 2  7 g ·S
/

described the linear chain coupling and J was found to be -3.15'K.

Carboni and Richards3 have calculated the dipolar contribution to the ESR

linewidth in this linear chain material to be about 10 Oe for the full width at

4
half maximum.  This is·mueh less than the experimental data of Abe and Ono  who

"
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report a total experimental linewidth of 30 Oe for H  (external static magnetic

field) along the C axis at 13.2 GHz.  It would appear then, that there is another

interaction which is contributing significantly to the linewidth.

In the process of their linewidth calculation, Carboni and Richards made

exact numerical calculations of the frequency dependent. two spin correlation

functions in finite Heisenberg linear chains.  Their results, in histogram form,

sugges,t a divergence  ·near zero frequency. If there really   is a divergence   then

the lineshape formalism used by Carboni and Richards, which assumes exchange

narrowing and, implicitly,that the zero frequency correlation functions are finite,

cannot accurately describe the lineshape in the linear chain.  This unusual behavior

near zero frequency could have a pronounced effect upon the hyperfine contribution

to the ESR linewidth which involves only two spin correlation functions.  Physically,

the divergence near zero frequency means that the exchange interaction is not

modulating the electron spins as effectively as expected.  Therefore, the exchange

narrowing may not be so pronounced and the linewidth broader than expected.  This

is the motivation for studying the hyperfine ESR linewidth in this linear

chain material.

II. LINESHAPE FORMALISM

In describing the linear response of a magnetic system to a small r.f.

magnetic field of frequency w, applied along the x direction, the following equations

5
are obtained .

00

3 (cu) = <MwA ;WA
Gcw) €-     d6

- H(w) (2)
.:..

0
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GO) - t< [ M,C,), M,]>                              (3)

X(w) is the magnetic susceptibility, H is the r.f. field, and G(T) is the Green's

function.  Quantum statistical averages are implied by < >.  The time dependent

operator Mx(T)    is   in the usual Heisenberg representation.

Mxca) =  e;3(7/4 Mx e
- typ/(ii.

(4)

If X(w) is broked down into its real and imaginary parts
,

--\/     -     1/,         9    9,//A - A -z/C (5)

it is possible to show that6

Il                                 lut

X t'•4 (,11,(&·2w)= *·.l<[M,(t ), M,] +  e-    «It (6)

where   B   =   (kT)-1.      In   the high temperature approximation, Btiw<<1, equation   (6)

becomes

- ,11 _; Wt

ti      *     fi .5- <[M, (,3,  M.] 2'
e (7)

X" (w) /w   is the usual lineshape function found   in the literature.
4
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The task now is to calculate the quantities on the right side of equation

(7) from a detailed consideration of the system.  In practice, seldom can this

be done exactly for interesting physical systems.  Perturbation theory must be

applied to obtain approximate results.  Usually, the Hamiltonian of the system

can be written as

3<   0        W.     +     }<'                                                                                                                      (8)

J<' is  considered a small interaction and treated  as a perturbation.     In  this

case,  0 contains the Zeeman  and the exchange interactions while *' is  the
hyperf ine interaction.       It is assumed   that *' disturbs the system from equi:

librium only slightly.so that the density operator is

810 /
P --   9, = € 1-5 e..            cs,

A new operator is defined by the following equation.

; 141/6 - -i *thM.(t, = e M+(t) e
(10)

%                                          5,6
From the equation of motion for M (t), it is possible to obtain the following

-£< Mict) M.>    =.i<IM; M.]M->  -   -6  ft<[3; IMP,),  MA]   M>J?    (11,dt

lf '(2)   -     e;  v.th    1,    e- 1 14£/4' (12)

4
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<Ri (t)M-> as calculated from equation (11) is related to <M (t)M_> by

< M.(1) M.>=< R. e-i
Kt/4 ; 9 EA \    -  e; wt,-M- e   -  "2 -     ,< M+6')11.> (13)

where wQ is the Zeeman frequency.  The above result is a consequence of the

exchange part of *, commuting with M=.

For the system under consideration

H.= .- T.H.SI:  ,   r. H.I. S:   -  2:r   --_ 5:,. .,
J               1               i                    (14)

= -A

M'- 7 i."R. S   = T  .'12    I< 28
9            40         i Ji «'/  =  t -, 2           (15)

where H  is the external static magnetic field, Yn and Ye are respectively the
=

nuclear and electronic gyromagnetic ratios, J is the exchange constant, and JL

is the hyperfine interaction tensor. Using  this  90  and  *' the various commutators

and expectation values in equation  (11)  must be evaluated. <[2f',S+]S>  is  zero
in the high temperature approximation.  If the Zeeman interaction is neglected

in the density operator for electrons compared to the.exchange interaction,

then <S+(T)S-> = 2<SZ(T)SZ> since the system is isotropic and equation (11) becomes

 <Ri.Le M.> = -re'11(I+1) S [R'.*,6-9-0,1-*
(16)

.,

I <  sio) s: >  (18  .

.k
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322   =   2<z  + R 2z  +   292*,  Jl' 2   =   492-  +  292-  +  422-,   wo   =   YeHo,   and   I   is the nuclear

spin.  If all <S (·r) > are independent of i and the high temperature limit of

 2/*iy S(S+1) is used for <M M_> then

, r- '9.

3        <4.(+)M->  1-_I (I,i) Ft[,Rz·' A''ze-Ew.3 1/2
dt-<M. M->J-     SCS+1) 1

.  ]<$ Le) S,>j2. (17)
0

It has been assumed that Y H T=w T<<1 for.T such that <SZ(T)SZ> is non zero.n o     n

Integrating equation (17) gives the following form.

<R.(t) M.> I(r+11 f,jes'O} s'>[A'+A"e-'«'b ]J,Ji'        „,=1-
<M+M2- SCS+1) O 0

Following Kubo and Tomita7 it is assumed that equation (18) describes short time

behavior and a solution of the form e which is consistent for short times-0(T)

is found.

< M.(2) M.>       =   exp  -  ICE.1,)8 <<sb, S'>(A'+R"e'-9Jrcll'        c„,SCS 4

<M. M.      L    ''

III. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT SELF-CORRELATION FUNCTION

In order to carry the analysis further it is necessary to know <SZ(r)Sz>,

the two spin time correlation function.  Carboni and Richards3 have calculated

<Sz(r)Sz>w, the frequency transform of <SZ(T)sz>, numerically from quantum

mechanical first principles.  Their results strongly suggest a divergence near
'46

w equal to zero.  It is not possible to state definitely since only histograms
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are calculated.  If one assumes spin diffusion is occuring in the system, it is

possible to show that the Fourier space-time transform of <SZ(T)SZ> is given by

s(%+11             D ki

<Sf (,) S;  kw  =   -   3.r          .   D'k'  +  u'                                           (20)

D is the spin diffusion constant, k is the wave vector, and S is the electron

spin. This assumption gives a divergence of <Si(T)S:> for small  w  as   | w| -1/21W

but does not reproduce Carboni and Richards' results over the whole frequency

range.  No divergence is predicted for three dimensional systems.

8
Fernandez and Gersch have assumed that <S

:(T)Si,k.
is a sum of a Gaussian

and a cut-off Lorentzian with weighting factors to make the Gaussian dominant

at large k and the Lorentzian, the diffusion result, dominant at small k.  Using

this construction they are able to obtain fair agreement with Carboni and

Richards.  In addition, they are able to show that the divergence is at least as

severe   as   ln  w-11, provided   <Si(T) S >            is a monotonically decreasing function
k,w

of |w| at small k.

It would appear  ;that the divergence   in  <Sz (T) Sz>w is actually present  near

w = 0 for one dimensional systems and is due to a spin diffusion process for

small k and w but modifications are necessary in order to reproduce Carboni

and Richards' results over the whole frequency interval.  Recently, Tahir-Kheli

and Mcfadden  have had good success in this endeavor through the method of
10

generalized diffusivity  .  This method reduces to the spin diffusion result for

small k and w.  The generalized diffusivity is represented by a two parameter

Gaussian, the parameters being determined by the known second and fourth frequency
96

- 1 ..
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moments  of  <S (r) SZ>        .     In the following discussion this method  has been employed
j k,W

to calculate <  (r)SZ>i w.

In light of the previous discussion it is assumed that <SZ(T)SZ>w  goes as

1

 -1/2Iw      for small w.  <SZ(T)SZ>  as calculated by the method of generalized
(0

diffusivity can be fitted well to the·form

f  w)          42 A        + Blf (21)
|  W i'/2.

-1/2               -1out to about w = 2.5J.  A least squares fit gives A = .02J and B = .0122J .    -For

larger w,  <SZ(T)SZ>  starts to fall off rapidly.  This region shall be approx-
W

imated by a straight line.

tt'  A  li.,i-"2      + Blt Iwl 4 We

1

<flf) 56>-
--

1:(W.)  t:L  (1  -   -5  )       4.6 <  1'„1 6 W eI LUC- we (22)

.   0                                    14' i k we

The actual curve as calculated by the method of generalized diffusivity is shown

as a full curve in fig. 1.  The approximation of equation (22) is shown as a

dashed curve with w  = 2.88J and w  = 4.5J.e c

IV.  LINESHAPE CALCULATIONS       -

In order to obtain the lineshape it is necessary to take the Fourier transform

't.

of equation (22) and integrate twice with respect to time as dictated by

9./.
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  equation (19).  Doing this, the following forms result for long times.

St i '<s'(t.) s'> dt' J r ,    4-     Al; 12 13':  +  11- Bii Itt42,>1      3O   0

t P      '                                                                (23)

t, 5
6.4,<5"ts,>.1'.,1, .1TBA'El     TrA .(i-1) It I

4/ »1 (A)(:/2

 

If w  is too small, equation (23) will have to be revised but it is applicable
0

at 13.2GH2, the frequency of major interest here.  The imaginary part is
.

responsible only for a shift in the resonance frequency, so we neglect it.  From

equations (13) and (19) the following result for <M (T)M_> is obtained.

<M*(t) M.> - •·/M.M.) exp wt - rill-(rall')3414*3> 1 \
(24)

S,   =  -Tr 81( I(I+1)- (At R'*)  +  71- AtZ-  I-(- --11,   R'zS (S+1) k"I         S C S+  1  )-

-3/2 (25)

 2 -   410MF Ati,„R' I(I+1)
- SCS+1) i

Equation (24) holds if wctt20  but  exp -8; c-(8;11)34  4 1  so  this  is the justification

for using it for all times.  The expectation value of the anticommutator appearing

I in equation (7) is given by

.;"'0,1.   7      €  1;  1*1   - (k' *1  )3/2<[M, lt),M,10   =    12  <M. M.>  [ e'-'i   +   e        .  1 (26)

The   quantities   Yl  and 72 determine the linewidth and lineshape. Ifil  and  f  are
known, numerical values for y, and Y2 can be obtained and the lineshape function1

...
can be calculated numerichlly from equations (7) and (26).
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11                                              ++
Rogers has measured the hyperfine constants for Cu in the tetramine

complex to
be.R.11=  209  Oe  and Jil  =  32  Oe.

The symbol  |
| refers  to  the  Z  axis

of the complex, which is taken to be the line joining the H20 molecules.  The

Z axis of the complex lies in the b-c plane of the crystal unit cell and makes

an angle of 26'20't4 with the C axis of the crystal, as shown graphically
012

in  fig.2.     With this informationA  and  Jl'  can be calculated for various

directions of H  the external magnetic field.  In particular, two cases will

be considered:  H ||a and Ho||c.

Performing the transformation into the laboratory system for H ||a, the

following results are obtained   for   32 and   4'·

.R  =   .fl.t-   =   3 2  Oe
(27)

.R'- [(624 + Al)/2]  = 149.5 0,
At a resonance frequency of 13.2 GHz equation (25) gives Yl = .0267.fland

72   =.0534-R. The resulting lineshape is plotted   in fig.3. Gaussian  and

Lorentzian lines of the same intensity and half-width are plotted for reference.

The full width of the line at half maximum is about .192A= 6.14 Oe. The ESR
13                                             3

linewidth reported by Rogers at 13.2 GHz is 17.2 Oe.Carboni and Richards

have calculated the dipolar contribution to be 9.6 Oe.Reasonably then, one

would expect the hyperfine interaction to be about 7.6 Oe.  This compares

favorably with our calculation of 6.14 Oe.

Similarly for H   c we obtain
.,   0   ' ·

JL = 188 oe
(28)

i j   '=   71.5  Oe

..t .

-                                                   -..      -
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Again at 13.2 GHz equation (25) gives Yl = .00256Aand 72 = .0961 .  As shown

in fig. 4, the resultant lineshape has a full width at half maximum of

. 28QR= 52.6 Oe.  No experiment has observed a linewidth along the C axis any-

4
where hear 52.6 Oe.  Abe and Ono  report a total experimental linewidth for

H ||C at 9.6 GHz of about 31 Oe.  This unusually large hyperfine contribution

is a direct consequence of the divergence of the frequency dependent two

spin correlation function near zero frequency.

V.   INTERCHAIN COUPLING

A strict linear chain material is not expected to have a N&el point but

CTS does at about .37' K as indicated by a sharp spike on the specific heat

curve.  This indicates the presence of weak exchange coupling (J') between

chains.  None of the theoretical arguments which predict a divergence in one

dimensional systems do so in three dimensional systems.  The weak interchain

 

exchange coupling is then expected to limit the divergence at zero frequency

.14and possibly lower the hyperfine contribution to the linewidth.  Oguchi

has estimated this coupling to be about one hundredth the strong intrachain

coupling   on the basis of Green' s function theory  for   the N&el temperature.

Using the method of generalized diffusivity to calculate the frequency dependent

self-correlation function for such an interchain exchange coupling, it is found

that the divergence is indeed destroyed but that the rise near zero frequency

is still too large to appreciably lower the hyperfine contribution.  The transverse

-1/2diffusion constant D2 is proportional to J'2/J and the |w|  .   divergence is

destroyed   for w€  1.'h n /641.    ' Thus, the interchain coupling alters   the   |w| -1/2
'1.                                                 1  .

.  '.
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divergence only for very small frequencies and the zero frequency component

of the self-correlation function is still quite large.  In another equivalent

i ,3/2point of view, the 'tl time dependence of equation (24) is destroyed for

tt  f. 2 =  121.
For greater times the exponential decays  as |t| . However,   at

10t = -j- the exponential has decayed to such a small value that its decay for

larger times is unimportant in determining the linewidth.

If as indicated above an interchain coupling of .01J is not sufficient

to reduce the hyperfine linewidth, the question arises as to what magnitude

of J' one must use to bring the linewidth into the range of experimental

results?  If one uses J' = .1J in the method of generalized diffusivity to

calculate the frequency dependent self-correlation function, it is found that

i ,-1/2departure from the iwl dependence
occurs   at   w<   2x10-2J  00 - . Similarly,

10 , , 3/2
2

for t % 2J the iti time dependent of equation (24) is destroyed.  The

lineshape is given by the Fourier transform of the following function.

I .

loee x p[ -r, Itt-(,11*1)3'*] t<-- 2T

exp   -Y,ttl- * TA*-/dii'ti + 1 (21.  1 -tk' ioz102I 34 1
V2T 2T (29)

For both H a. and H   co l l,                o i l

,3/2 l 

           ex p I  - r   io'    _ ('(z   lot i 1-,4

. ':4/ , 
-             4              

    (30)
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This indicates that the lineshape is determined primarily by the Fourier

transform of

exp I.-  r''El    -   ·2    rz  (27)       1 21   1
102 '1

(31)
L                     .3,

which results in a Lorentzian line with full width

4 9;' 9- cliwi ' it 1rijtbi/2 Crir ),2.Zi                    (32,

For H ||a at 13.2 GHz the linewidth is 8 = .064 = 2.0 Oe.  Again at 13.2 GHz0

but   for  H   | |c the linewidth   is  A  =   .062JQ =  12   Oe.      If   one  adds to these values0

the 10 Oe dipolar contribution calculated by Carboni and Richrds, the total

   theoretical linewidths are 12 Oe for H ||a and 22 Oe for H ||c at 13.2 GHz.

This is to be compared with the linewidths of 31 Oe for H ||c and 20 Oe for
0

Ho||a reported by Abe and Ono at 9.6 GHz and 17.2 Oe reported by Rogers for
'

H ||a at 13.2 GHz.0

Thus, for J' = .1J the theoretical predictions are below the experimental

values. Unfortunately,  the N&el point of 1.6' K as predicted by Oguchi's

theory for J' = .1J is much too large.  There is then an inconsistency in the

prediction of the interchain coupling based on ESR linewidths and alternately the

N&el point.

One might suppose that the dipolar or hyperfine interaction could enter the

calculation to limit the divergence while having little effect  on  the Niel point.

96
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This appears not to be the case since both enter the calculation in the same

manner as J' and they are smaller than the necessary J'.  Our earlier results

· indicated that a J' of .01J was not sufficient to limit the divergence.  J is

4
2.35x10  Oe in magnetic field units, so an interaction of 235 Oe will not

suffice.  The hyperfine interaction is 209 Oe.  The nearest off chain neighbor
0

in CTS is 7 A  away giving a dipole interaction of about 30 Oe.  Thus, both

,,     ·  interactions   are too small to limit effectively the divergence  near zero frequency.
,

.

., VI. SELF-CONSISTENT CALCULATION

Since experiment indicates that the hyperfine contribution cannot be any-

Z, . Z
.,

.       l u
where near 53 Oe, something must be limiting the divergence of <SlcT}S >  near".,:

. I

zero frequency. In other words <Sl(T)Sl> will decay faster than indicated by

the linear chain results.      If   <Sl('r) Sl> decays rapidl]i  enough. then  <M+(T)M_>/

<M M_> of equation (19) will have an exponential time dependence.  We assume

this is the case.and put a factor of e-tt on both sides of equation (19).

/4

.t /1                            3
 M-> =  €11' = exp  _ I(I+1) C  (/slasf>(12•,il'ff# ,1€99,elt'  03,
01+ M.> L scs+1, 1 r

T.      Equation  (33) is now solved self-consistently for n.  If <SZ(T)Sz>e 1
decays rapidly enough the upper limit   of   t'   can be extended to infinity.

„.

.  i  trI(I+1) C+     rt = -scs,1)   <25'(9)59(Je'+R'*6'41) 6  <Ipjt'
&. , 00

(34)

00

4=   r(I,i)  C  <st„s,>(Ar'· -A ' e-'«'.r) e-'21'Jr..SCS+1). 10 2 .
t.

r                                                .16 +r  .., '

.                  ''
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. Assuming w >>7  and neglecting an imaginary part which represents a shift

in resonance frequency we have

' ll  -   ICI+1)   < g T A'lf 42* 0  -IrA#  J z + Blrf [f•.R" ]   SCS+1) 7191 6442    (35)

All the quantities in equation (35) except 7  have been defined previously

and given numerical values.

Solution of equation (35) for H ||c gives an   of 22 Oe or a full width.

at half maximum of 44 Oe. Similarly for H | |a 7  is 2.7 Oe giving a resonance

linewidth of 5.4 Oe.  These widths are slightly lower than the predictions

of 53 Oe and 6 Oe of the strict linear chain but still entirely too large to

reconcile with experiment.

VII. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE SELF-CORRELATION FUNCTION
„

Saito · has reported the temperature dependence of the linewidth from room
15

temperature down to liquid He temperatures.  His experiments show the linewidth

to increase by at least a factor of 5 from room temperature to about 1' K.

3
Carboni and Richards  have investigated the temperature dependence of the dipolar

linewidth and find it decreases with temperature contrary to Saito's results.

They find that the divergence of the two spin correlation function near zero    '

frequency decreases as the temperature is lowered.  If this is correct, then one

would expect the hyperfine linewidth to decrease as the temperature is lowered  also.
: '16
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Since Carboni and Richards only calculate histograms, it is difficult to tell

what is really happening near zero frequency.  We have looked at the temperature

dependence of <Sl(r)SZ>  through the method of generalized diffusivity.l w

The generalized diffusivity is represented by a two parameter Gaussian,

the parameters·being determined by the second and fourth frequency moments
I I

defined below.

r     -:ti;: r/ .9  IN-11   /'      '    r" (bl

ek        .   Le  -     ..1   L c 'ji j      T  i [s:,4 sjf],l'.0,"sk'.,
i,i

1

..h--
eaii

w (36)"(0)
G

16
Collins and Marshall have evaluated the second and fourth moments in the high

temperature approximation.  In order to utilize the method of generalized
,.

diffusivity at a finite temperature the second and fourth moments must be

known at that temperature.  Performing the commutators.implied by equation (36)

, .         the  second and fourth moments   can be expressed in terms of static correlations.

4     .     k     =  N Y Tir <st S: 3/2 - 2 Cos k· R
It (1)           -" (O) ---A

1    J+R / C
(37)

..

7"(4)      r" to) .IA..   Cly  e U = 2NF-
-K .k L_ Ir(l-e'f') 1(jETF<.-Trl#-l)'

S.          .       2.1,1E'.E   '.  .....  V I  . , .
*

'16
...'..

..
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. -* --

(i-   e-'k ·B   )  +  Ta-iTt (i-2  6-i  .2 +   er,k.B))fx
.-0 --

  2 <S:   '.,
'.8 J+A+B/S:.S:-S:   - -J e'k·B

,  2 <ST siT & I.T.ir Si.-1.8>...

.-/. -b

,  Si.,r.T   Si-*   S;-ir./-,r>   e"b'                               (38)

_  <s;  S;r si.r  si. .ir) es·r.'  ]

Jit is the exchange interaction between two electrons on lattice sites separated
+

by the vector R.  The results of Carboni and Richards3 for the static spin

correlations, which are expected to be pretty good, are used to evaluate the

second and fourth moments at various temperatures for the linear chain, as shown

in figures 5 and 6.

The frequency dependent self-correlation functions which result by the use

of these moments in the method of generalized diffusivity are shown in fig. 7.

4/
,.
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It is seen that the divergence near zero frequency decreases as the temperature

is lowered as Carboni and Richards' results indicate.  However, the decrease

with temperature is not nearly as drastic as that of Carboni and Richards.  This

means that the substantial increase in the linewidth as the temperature is lowered

cannot be explained by the behavior of the divergence near zero frequency.

VIII.  T /T  RATIOS1  2

Lastly, we have calculated the ratio of the relaxation time for the Z component

of magnetization (Tl) to that for the transverse components (T2).  An equation

similar to (11) exists for the Z component of magnetization.

A

1- <M.tf,M;> = i  <[*; M,1 M;> - ir it[*:Ilfip), MJ] M. 11'dt (39)

By a development parallel to that giving equation (17) we obtain

t
gl-r<M,(t,Mi'>      -  -  **I(Dit (/-14?       iw

--

c =         +  e-    ")  <Sic,) S,  Jpclt -    <Mi   4> J                     .       5  (5+1)       j0

= - ·81--*It.11  te;*'<s:(1) S'   t                    (40)S(%+1)  j
-t.,..,

'1&

.
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Assuming that this describes short time behavior, we have

I

<M,(t) MO .11'II(I,1) (t (t  iw.B /  E
<M, M.>    =exp   -   SLS+1)   1 -1.e    CS,·c?) St>,11·Jt'         (41)

J.
If <Si(,)Si> decays as slowly as the strict linear chain results indicate,

then we should not extend the limits of the t' integral to infinity.  However,

the experimental linewidths indicate that <Si(T)Si> must decay faster so we

assume the limits may be extended.

I ,

<M,(f) Mi#  -  exp -(R'Itr,·1)("e,4,<,s'*St>,1,)t
<Ma M.) ( SES+1)- = (42)

=  expI-t /71

1_                            :8" I (I,i)  .   2-1  <S:(,)  S: 1.                                                    (43'Ti          SCS +1)

Since the dxpression for 1/Tl involves the frequency dependent self-correlation

function at w , it will probably not be too sensitive to the question of zero

frequency divergence unless w  is. very small.

An expressioh for 1/T2 can be obtained from equation (19) under the same

assumption   that the limits   on   the t' integration   can be extended   to inf inity.

96
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.

-

-

i -it::; -lr    S:t,)1:>/..R'.<S,3(,) S:>„     . (44)
-

Equation   (44)   is   subj ect to suspicion  if   the zero frequency self-correlation

function is too large. In that case, 1/T29 the resonance linewidth, must be

, 'determined numerically from equations  (7) ,   (13) ,  and  (19) .

e      ··  Combining equations  (43)  and  (44) we obtain

_1 L+ .R, <Sk') 5,2,0
(45)

-11                         2                        2  .R'* <S'(p)   S' >, ,

for the ratio of the relaxation times.   For .Ho| |a··and J' = .13 at 13.2 GHz

we have                                  ',

..

 ''IT_) 2 .6
 '.\     Tz         H.  liB            

  ", (46)

while for Ho||c
9.:

-- 13
(47)

-  54# .JI.. T* IR,lic-...'.. .1.«..'.1-6 :1'..
4,

„t'

..:f 1*

'W.'

...
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If J'is as small as .01J, we found previously that the linewidths (1) should
li

be 53 Oe for H ||c and 6 Oe for H(||a.  If 1/Tl is calculated by equation (43)

we find .39 Oe and 1.7 Oe, respectively.for HQ||c and H ||a.  These results give

the following ratios for w  equal to 13.2 GHz.

T --Ti_\ --_6         = 1.8 (48)

\  Tz  /Holt a    -    2 x 1.7

13-A --
53 -- 68 (49)

C    Tz      ),1.   11 C 2 *.39

The results for Tl/T2 obtained from the hyperfine interaction are considerably

different for the two cases of J' = .01J and J'.= .1J.  It is hoped that when

the contributions to Tl and T2 from the dipolar interaction are added that there

will still be a significant difference in the two cases.  If this is so,

experiments on the frequency dependence of Tl and T2 would indicate just how

severe is the divergence near zero frequency of the two spin correlation functions.

IX. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, if a material exhibits linear chain properties then the usual

theories of exchange narrowed lineshapes will have to be modified due to the steep

rise near zero frequency of the two spin correlation functions.  This may result

in broader lines than would be expected.  Many properties of CTS can be explained

by assuming it has a linear chain structure, but the hyperfine ESR linewidth
..

..

.
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and   the N&el point,   both of which depend   on the interchain coupling, cannot

be made simultaneously consistent with experimental data.  The linear chain

temperature dependence of <Sl(T)Sl>w, as calculated by the method of generalized

diffusivity, cannot explain the large increase in linewidth as the temperature

is lowered. Finally, frequency' dependent measurements  of  Tl  and  T2 may indicate

the severity of the divergence near zero frequency of <Sl(T)Sl>w.
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